WEATHER FORECAST
Centro Valanghe di Arabba
Alpine Meteorology Office

issued by Arabba Avalanche Centre
Thursday, Jun 23th 2022 at 13.00 h
Lavaredo Ultratrail

SYNOPTIC SITUATION: A cyclonic structure on Spain only marginally affects weather on the
Venetian Alps, bringing currents of warm but sometimes humid and unstable airmass today
and tomorrow. Thermal conditions remain tipically summer like, with values above the
average.

Today: Partly sunny weather, with scattered or broken sky due to moderate cumuliform
cloudiness, which could cause some isolated rashes/thunderstorm especially in the evening
(40/60%). Rising temperatures respect to Wednesday in the valley, with High values around
22/24°C at Cortina and 13/15°C at 2000 m. Fresh/moderate winds aloft from ssouth-west,
light/moderate ones in the valley.

Sea surface prognostic chart for 12 GMT
of Friday 24th June 2022
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WEATHER FORECAST
FRIDAY 24: Variable and instable weather towards evening. Until early morning low clouds.
During the day irregolary cloudy, cloudinesse more intense than Thursday, which wil limit the
sunshine in the afternoon/evening, with chance higher than the day before of some showers or
thunderstorms (50/60%) Still summer like diurnal temperatures.

Temperatures: Falling At 1500 m: min 13°C max 17°C; at 2200 m: min 9°C max 13°C.
Wind: In the valley light/moderate due to breezes; top mountains fresh to strong winds, 10-35
km/h at 2000 m, 20-60 km/h at 3000 m.

Friday 24

SATURDAY 25: Sunny weather, moderately warm and mostly settled, even if a wider
cumuliform cloudiness will be possible in the day, with low chance (10-30%) of rashes or
thunderstorms in the afternoon/evening. Light/moderate top mountain winds from south-west,
breezes in the valley.

Confidence: good

Temperatures: Falling low values, raising the Highs. At 1500 m: min 10°C max 18°C; at 2200
m: min 8°C max 14°C.
Wind: In the valley light/moderate due to breezes; top mountains light westerly winds, 5-15
km/h at 2000 m, 5-15 km/h at 3000 m.

Saturday 25
Confidence: good

TREND
SUNDAY 26: Mostly sunny weather, with clear or scattered sky due to weak cumulus clouds in
the day, with very low chance of precipitation. Moderatley warm diurnal climate. Slightly rising
diurnal temperatures and warm diurnal climate . Light/moderate top mountain winds from
south-west, breezes in the valley
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Forecaster: DDL

LOCAL WEATHER FORECAST FOR FRIDAY 24 - (Sky condition - % precipitations)
Place
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cloudy - 0%

Cloud cover - Chance of precipitation (%)
Morning
Afternoon
Broken - 30%

Irreg. clouds. - 60%

Evening

Rain
(mm)

Broken - 50%

2-10

CENTRO VALANGHE ARABBA Via Pradat, 5 32020 Livinallongo (BL), Tel. +39 0436 755711; Fax +39 0436 79319;
e-mail cva@arpa.veneto.it
Dolomiti meteo: audio 049 8239399 (opzione 2)

